
Sustainability
In a world where becoming “green” is important, SECURR® recognizes
that recycling has become a part of everyday life. Our recycling contain-
ers have been in use for many years and are built to last even in the
harshest of environments. To help meet your green goals, our manufac-
turing methods and materials promote sustainability by using steel with
recycled content as well as low VOC powder coat finishes.

Our recycling receptacles are widely used for single and multi-stream
recycling such as plastic, glass, aluminum and paper.

SECURR®
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Please inquire about our
Sentry Series receptacles that
are available with the same
wide variety of styles and
options.
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SECURR ® waste and recycling receptacles are heavy-duty, ADA compliant

products that are a great choice where aesthetics and durability are key.

Made from corrosion resistant recycled materials, these attractive,

sturdy containers will secure your contents while offering many

years of trouble-free service.

Examples of uses for the Guardian Series receptacles:

� City Streets

� Parks

� Resorts

� Public Buildings

� Schools

� Retail Centers

Guardian Series Standard & Decorative Receptacles Guardian Series Homeland Security Compliant Receptacles

Multiple panel options are available; including
custom laser cut, perforated stainless steel, and
powder coated colors.

All models are offered with a full 55 gallons of
capacity.

Outdoor
Recycling

Indoor - Refuse or
Recycle Option

R ecognizing the need for secure solutions at high traffic, public trans-

portation centers, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued

a directive requiring protective measures to be implemented by passenger

rail operators. SECURR ® has stepped up to this challenge by designing

user and maintenance friendly Homeland Security compliant trash and

recycling receptacles. The directive issued by the DHS Press Office states;

“At certain locations, operators will be required to remove trash receptacles,

except clear plastic or bomb-resistant containers”.

The SECURR® Guardian Series receptacles are the most durable, corrosion

resistant products of this type available on the market.

A few examples of uses for security-conscious refuse and recycling

receptacles:

Using the only side opening doors on the market, the contents
are removed from the side instead of the top to prevent cost-

ly back injuries. These receptacles utilize clear polycarbonate
panels to provide complete visibility of the contents.

A swing out bag ring makes changing bags fast and easy.

Aesthetically pleasing yet manufactured using high-grade mate-
rials and finishes, these receptacles provide exceptional corrosion
resistance for the harshest of environments.

� Commuter Rail Systems

� Subway Systems

� Airports

� Bus Stations

� Cruise Ship Terminals

� Stadiums and Arenas

� Government Buildings

“Millions of Americans travel by rail every day and recent world events highlight the need to

insure they are kept safe from acts of terror. These protective measures, along with others

already in place, advance our mission to ensure rail passengers are protected.” stated Asa

Hutchinson, Under Secretary for Border and Transportation Security at DHS.
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